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Newbury Tasting Society: A ‘Bottoms-Up’ View of Languedoc Wines!

Blanquette de Limoux 2009, Brut Domaine de Martinolles

A dry sparkling wine made predominantly from the Mauzac grape but with a little Chardonnay.  A superb aperitif that with 
age develops a toasty characteristic.

Special price for NEWTS November delivery: £19 per bottle

Cremant de Limoux 2009, Rosé Domaine de Martinolles

An award winning blush Cremant softer than the Blanquette with hints of strawberries and summer fruits.
Price for November delivery: £21 per bottle

Mauzac 2009, Domaine de Martinolles

A still  vin de pays wine made entirely from the Mauzac grape.  It has a distinct element of apple in its nose but with a dryer 
finish.

No production of this wine in 2010 and so not currently available

Vin d’Ange 2010, Domaine de Parazols

A blend of Marsanne and Viognier to give a fresh white wine for early drinking.  Ideal as an aperitif or with fish.
Special price for NEWTS November delivery: £7.50 per bottle

Viognier 2010, Domaine de Parazols

A 100% Viognier from a parcel of vines within the Minervois.  This wine is perhaps more apricot (and honey) than peach and 
provides subtle layers of discovery to accompany hors d’œuvres, fish and white meats.

Special price for NEWTS November delivery: £9 per bottle

Cuvée Tradition 2009, Château Guilhem

A red wine from predominantly Merlot (85%) but blended with Cabernet Sauvignon.  Bertrand Goudou-Guilhem commences 
making this wine much cooler than normal to give it a creamy nose and Bordeaux characteristics.

Price for November delivery: £8.50 per bottle

Garriguet 2006, Domaine de Martinolles

A fascinating blend of 4 grapes (Merlot, Cabernet, Syrah and Grenache) gives this wine a warming appeal.  A red wine to be 
enjoyed with ‘copains’ (friends) as well as with food.

Special price for NEWTS November delivery: £9 per bottle

Domaine des Chandelles 1998, Peter and Susan Mundy - Corbières

A long term oak aged red blending Grenache and Syrah that won acclaim in the Guide Hachette.  This is a big wine best with 
rich red meat dishes.

The end of my 1998 vintage stock so not currently available

Cuvée Vent d’Est 2001, Domaine de Cabrol - Cabardès

Syrah with Grenache and Cabernet make up this outstanding wine.  Claude Carayol has won the Guide Hachette Coup de 
Cœur for his 2001, 2002, 2005, 2007 and 2008 vintages of this wine and he never ceases to produce outstanding wine.

Although 2001, 2002 and 2005 are no longer available 2008 is available in limited quantities 
Price for November delivery: £21 per bottle

In addition to the bottle prices, as above, a 6 bottle selection case can be supplied for November delivery (with all 
payments on delivery by credit card or cheque) providing 1 each of the following:

Blanquette, Vin d’Ange, Viognier, Cuvée Tradition, 
Garriguet and Cuvée Vent d’Est 2008 at a reduced price: £69 per case 

All orders for November delivery need to be placed before 21 October 2011 by email to mark@sidestep4.com 
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